
Today, (March 2, 2021) we have done some testing of classical music. When we asked how the 
studying went on the scale of 1 to 5 with the classical music, most of them said 4 or 5. Soon we 
are going to be testing no music. Unfortunately many people didn’t remember to sign and bring 
back the form or they didn’t want too. Because of this reason we will have to have a group of 
three, which I think is a variable but my partner Annella doesn’t. Therefore we are having only 
three people in the none music group and will put this in the sources of error. Tonight we shall 
be doing the research paper. Few minutes later, so we have tested the no music group and the 
big observation from just the studying is that the classical music group had a longer focus span 
(With 2 minutes left they started getting antsy) than the no music group. The no music group 
was antsy with 3 minutes left. Person number eleven from group two (the no music group) told 
us that she thinks that because they had no music they got bored as there was nothing to listen 
to. After we heard this we decided to ask person 19 from group number one (The classical 
music group) why she thinks that they where able to stay focus more, and she said that she 
didn’t know if it helped or not. Although it sure seems like we had the Mozart effect today! 
 
Alise 
 
March 2, 2021 
Today we have done two tests for the classical and no music group. Tonight we will be finishing 
our research paper and mark the tests. Tomorrow we will be collecting that data on to a chart. 
Alise 
 
March 3, 2021  
So yesterday night we did nothing. Thanks to that we are quite far behind. Anyways today we 
have done the tests of rock and Jazz. The rock group were dancing and going crazy with it on 
and at the end they said it was very hard to study with.  The Jazz group was focused much like 
the classical music group. When we asked them how it was they said that they didn’t notice any 
difference. At lunch recess we will be testing another group for rock again so that we have more 
accurate results.  
 
March 8, 2021 
I’ve been busy completing multiple tasks. My partner Annella isn’t here today so I will have to be 
testing by myself and currently I am confused with her organization system.  
Alise 
 
March 10, 2021 
Today we have officially finished testing! 
 
March 11, 2021 
I AM SO PANIC! WE REALIZED WE DIDN’T DO A CORRECT TEST!!!! WE DON'T HAVE 
TIME FOR THIS THE DEADLINE IS ONLY 8 DAYS AWAY! I am so stressed I don’t know how 
we’ll ever get this done! What we did today was make graphs and find out we messed up our 
stuff so bad! 
 



March 15, 2021 
We ended up testing our families so we are a bit closer to be back on track. Annella thinks we 
can get it done but truthfully I’m not sure how we can get it done so it’s ready by Friday. We 
have MANY things left to do including some work not just the trifold & video. I’m not as stressed 
as yesterday when we got NO work done but still I don’t know how we can complete this in time!  
 
March 16, 2021 
Annella and I are doing a science fair marathon to get analysis, conclusion, application, sources 
of error, and acknowledgement done. Also we may start on the video.  
Alise  
 
 
 


